
Throwing Sessions 
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Objectives: Provide quality practice so we can improve our short and long distance throwing with accuracy. 

Requirements- Equipment: Stumps, Cones, Assorted Balls. 

Session Outline: The session will be based around direct hits & run saving. Allowing us to improve our chances of taking wickets and reducing run 
scoring opportunities during matches. 

Warm Up: (one or more of the following) 
1. Grid running, with or without balls.  
2. Multi-directional running e.g., sideways, backwards, changing direction quickly, butt kicks, high knee. 
3. Competitive game involving fielding, running and turning. 
4. Dynamic stretches. Breathe normally during stretching & avoid bouncing. Pay attention to large muscle groups. 

Session Type: 
 
Direct Hits: 
Set Up: 
Three sets of stumps are set out 1m apart from each other. One set has all three stumps, one set has just two stumps, and one set has only one 
stump. Four cones are set out to signify a large rectangle with the stumps in the middle. 
Drill: 
Players are split into two teams. First team go to the far corner and take it in turns to pick up and throw at the stumps. The other team are backing 
up. They start in the opposite corner and move into position as the thrower is picking up the ball. As the player picks up the ball, they have the 
choice of which set of stumps to aim at. Move around to have a go from each of the corners. 
Coaching Tip: 
A simple way to get players to tell if their bodyweight is going towards the target is to get them to follow through towards the stumps. 
 
 
Dynamic Run Saving: 
Set Up: 
Set of stumps in the middle with keeper and/or coach next to them, then six cones are laid out to signify six different starting points for fielders, at 
different distances. 
Drill: 
Players are split in two, and line up behind each other of the green cones. Keeper or coach rolls ball out towards first player (right green cone) who 
attacks it, and returns, before swapping to the back of the opposite queue of players (left green cone). Keeper then rolls out to the player at the left 
green cone, who returns and goes to the opposite queue. Continue this until everyone has had two goes from each green cone, then both queues 
move back to the next set of cones, a bit further away (white). Repeat the above although this time players should throw in overarm before 
swapping queues. Set the cones so that the closest pair are having to quickly attack the ball from a one-saving position, and the next set so that 
they are having to throw overarm, from a position similar to that in the ring. Try hitting high catches to the player at the farthest set of markers. 
Coaching Tips: 
Try getting players to think about the skill in two phases – the pick-up & the throw. Remind them that they can’t move onto phase two before they’ve 
completed phase one. 
 
 
The Grid: 
Set Up 
Two stumps about 10m apart (each with keeper or coach), and a cone opposite each stump about 10m away, creating a 10m x 10m square. 
Drill: 
This is a great pick up and throw drill, which can be used to practise throws from different angles. Players are split into two groups, lined up behind 
the cone opposite a keeper or coach.  Keeper rolls the ball straight out to the player, who picks it up and throws back before heading to the back of 
the queue. 
Coaching Tip: 
This is a great drill for practising getting your feet in line towards your target, as the ball will be coming on in a number of different angles. Get 
players to try different techniques in order to get into position most efficiently. 
 
 
Quick Fire Stump Hitting: 
Set Up: 
Put five single stumps in the ground, with five blue cones opposite about 10m away. Place a ball on each cone. Have five different coloured colour 
cones (yellow) set out in a line with the  cones, also about 10m away from the stumps. 
Drill: 
The working player starts at the red marker, runs out to the first ball on blue, and throws at the stumps, before running back around stump number 
1, and repeating the above, until there have been throws at each of five stumps. Each stump has a player backing up behind it, starting from the 
white cone. They move along backing up each of the throws. Once the first pair has finished, the next pair can start. 
Coaching Tip: 
Puts player under pressure to hit the target. Require firm base when throwing. Back up player needs to focus on the ball and back up the throw. 

Cool Down: 

 Slow jogging around the field or court is one of the best ways to cool down. 

 Static stretch for 10 minutes after the light jogging. For greater flexibility, hold the stretches for 60 seconds during the cool-down. 

 After any exercise, make sure players rehydrate. 

Conclusion: 
 Reinforce the main points of the session in terms of what has been taught. 
 Briefly discuss tactics for the next training session or match. 
 Remind players about this week’s game-opposition, training, venue, travel arrangements and meeting time. 

Evaluation: 
 Evaluate how the session went. Identify areas you can improve on and the team and individual players need to practise in future 

sessions. 
 
 

 


